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Optional Accessories

Buttress Adapters

You may have containers which have a
coarse thread - such as you see here.
The drum seals are not pliable enough
to work with these large threads.  There
are buttress adapters for these special
openings: 2.25" for most Asian manufac-
tured drums, 2.5" for most U.S. drums,
and 2.75" for most European drums.
These adapters are sold with a large o-
ring to assist with the seal on the con-
tainer.

2.5” Adapter

2.25” Adapter

Rieke® Flex Spout® Adapter

This adapter allows the pumps to be used
on containers which feature a Rieke®

FlexSpout®.  This eliminates tipping of the
container and associated spill hazards.
Supplied with Nitrile washer as standard,
EPDM and Viton®  washers are also avail-
able.

Spout Reducer

This adapter allows easy filling of con-
tainers with small necks.

Sprayer Wand

Sprayer wands are ideal for applying bio-
cides, rust inhibitors, deodorizers or
degreasing agents in manufacturing
plants, and for the application of fertiliz-
ers, hormones and pesticides to plants in
greenhouses, fruit groves and fields. Use
with the shop air adapter if applying
more than 5 feet away from the drum.
Supplied with viton o-rings as standard,
nitrile and EPDM orings are available
from your dealer.



Remote Discharge Tap

Remote Discharge Taps are available
for point of use delivery of liquids.
All standard hoses are PVC.  We
offer specialty hose selections for
fluids not compatible with PVC
including FEP lined tubing, Tygon
2075 and Tygon 4040.
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Single Siphon Tube

This seamless 38-inch tube is recommended for oily or very viscous fluids.
Standard tubing can allow viscous fluids to leak, or admit air at joined sections.
The seamless tube assures a smooth, uncontaminated flow. 

GT Filter Pak

This kit allows for screening of fluids
with an 80 x 80  stainless 304 mesh.
Kits are available in Nitrile, EPDM
and Viton.

12 Inch Standoff

The 12-inch standoff allows the
receiving container to be placed on
top of the drum for easier transfer.

O-ring Repair Kit

Just the essential O-ring and other
necessary elastomeric parts are avail-
able for all user-accessible parts in
Nitrile, EPDM, Santoprene and Viton.
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Shop Air/Compressor Adapter

Featuring a pressure regulator and an external pressure safety valve, the
compressor setup connects to a standard ½" quick disconnect hose and
delivers fluids at up to 4.5 gallons per minute with a working  pressure
of only 2 - 4 PSI.

GT Multi-Pump System

Designed to expand capability and streamline operations where multi-
ple process chemicals are dispensed, the GT Multi-Pump Dispensing
System allows simultaneous multiple liquid transfer stations to operate
from a single compressor line with only 2 - 6 psi. The basic system can
handle up to four pumps simultaneously, and additional system compo-
nents can be added to meet any requirement.

GT Anti-Tamper Kit

The GT Anti-Tamper Kit prevents unintentional over-pressurization of
containers when using the Shop Air Adapter or GT Multi-Pump System.

GTMulti-Pump System GT Anti-Tamper Kit


